
3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

"Natural" gas is just another greenhouse gas, and fracking causes innumerable environmental problems. 

It is not a "clean bridge" to energy independence! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerome Miller 

2921 E 1st St 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

A clean environment, using renewable energy sources, is critical for the health of all.  I would like to see 

this goal met before 2050.  Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Karen Bohaty 

3509 45th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Action on climate mitigation is the most important issue on this PLANET.  Minnesota needs to do its part 

and to set an example. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bev Anderson 

825 Summit Ave Apt 1101 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

All that needs saying has already been said.  This is a climate crisis and our house (earth) is on fire.  

Passed the Time to keep the oil in the ground .  Dammit! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mickey Garza 

317 Groveland Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Allow the Mankato plant, fueled by gas from an environment damaging fracture process, to be retired as 

non-fossil sources of energy are being developed. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Charles Gallet 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

any investment in fossil fuels or nat gas is not an investment in the planets future. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chris Hernandez 

10943 105th Ave N 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Any type of energy that damages the environment frightens me.  I urge Xcel to continue looking at 

renewable energy sources. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Maureen M O'Connor 

14637 Cobalt Dr 

Rosemount, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a current Science Teacher/Environmental Educator and a former Engineer, and an 

environmental/renewable energy advocate, I am wholeheartedly against Xcel Energy purchasing a 

natural gas plant in Mankato!! 

Our state goal is to eliminate our dependence on fossil fuels and prepare for the Renewable Energy and 

Energy Efficiency Revolutions (which have already started!)! So we must say NO to all new fossil fuel 

infrastructure in Minnesota! 

Besides, the need for fossil fuels is decreasing and will continue to do so into the future. There is only 

about 100 years of economically available fossil fuels left in the world so we will have to switch to other 

energy sources sometime in the near future. Due to the damage caused by burning fossil fuels to the 

environment AND human health I strongly suggest we switch sooner then later! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 



Sincerely, 

 

Brad Snyder 

8887 Dallas Lane N. 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a customer I expect Xcel to be transparent and up front about their clean energy goals and promises.  

Please consider this. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kin Nowicki 

5617 Lakeland Rd 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a major producer of energy, we need Xcel to step up and move away from fossil fuels. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bobbie Fredsall 

3318 Belden Dr NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a Minnesotan, I value our natural resources.  As an investor, I will not continue to support these 

decisions that have a perilous impact on the health and well-being of our state and people.  Be better.  

Think broadly.  We need clean energy. 

 

Sincerely, Dr. Blue 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

BRADLEY BLUE 



18999 180TH AVENUE NW, BIG LAKE 

MN, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a person who grew up in Mankato, I am utterly horrified at what this plant could mean. Let's begin to 

wean ourselves from fossil fuel before it's too late. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ellen Sanford 

529 N 12 1/2 Ave E 

Duluth, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As a resident of Mankato, I do not want a plant like this anywhere near my city. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mike Ferguson 

104 Thomas Dr Apt 307 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As an Excel customer, I support renewable energy and would even pay more for energy sourced from 

renewable sources.  Please reject this proposal! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nate Scheibe 

224 3rd St W 

Wabasha, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As an Excel rate payer, I oppose the purchase of this fracked gas plant.  We have Excel's commitment to 

be 100% clean energy before the lifetime of the plant.  Just buy the power, don't buy the plant! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bryan Wyberg 

2458 Farrington Cir 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

As an Xcel customer, I say no to fracked gas. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Annette Digre 

2033 Worcester Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

At this stage, investing in nonrenewable sources is simply a poor investment and a waste of money. 

Move forward with your thinking to help reach the state?s renewable energy goals, not slow it down. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kevin Stueven 

11 McKinley Pl N 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Both the governor and Xcel energy have committed to carbon neutrality. Please review this proposal 

with the understanding that that must be our top energy priority. Take a long-term perspective, stand 

up, and be a leader 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Greif 

410 6th Street SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Climate change is fast becoming an emergency situation. Please be on the right side of history. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Kalb 

3671 Pine Hollow Pl 

Stillwater, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Climate change is one of the most important issues of our time. We need to do something about it now! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Valerie Eastland 

13570 Hershey Ct 

Apple Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Climate change threatens us all, please deny this request. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Gabbert 

509 W Broadway St 

Winona, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Come on! -- Trump is already removing all protections -- let's not follow suit in MN!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Faith Jaspersen 

1406 James Ave. 

SAINT PAUL, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Continuing to invest in fossil fuel-based energy is antithetical to addressing the climate crisis. The future 

of the planet depends on us converting to carbon-neutral, renewable sources to meet our energy needs. 

We need to invest in infrastructure that supports these new solutions, not continue to throw money at a 

dying industry that will take us all down with it. Reject Xcel's proposal and urge them to invest in clean 

renewable energy instead! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brenna Doheny 

46378 Government Rd 



Hinckley, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Don't waste time on a fracking plant.  It is time to move ahead with solar and wind. 

Johanna Lester 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Johanna Lester 

1781 Ford Pkwy 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Encouraging fracking anywhere is an extremely bad idea. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jay Roth 

5725 Squire Ln 

Mounds View, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Enough is enough. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Meg Lee 

22210 Jasmine Way 

Rogers, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Environment protection is my top concern, & I support a total transition to clean energy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erika Rae 

443 Ashland Ave Apt 114 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Especially with the promise of increasingly efficient wind energy as a plentiful renewable resource here 

in Minnesota, it is both unnecessary and dangerous to allow Xcel to buy this gas plant and thereby 

continue to invest in fossil fuels. Climate change is an emergency of global proportions, and those like 

me who are in our 30s and younger realize how devastating the effects of climate change could be 

within our and our children's lifetimes. It is past time to take concrete action in the direction of serious 

environmental progress. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carissa Lick 



1111 8th St N 

Saint James, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Every individual, every company and every public agency needs to act with urgency to protect the future 

of the planet for our children and grandchildren. MN has multiple clean energy options and doesn't 

need to resort to regressive fracked gas and other fossil fuels. Get a grip on reality, people. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Selz 

220 Northland Ave 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

For every barrel of fracked gas, there are 4 barrels of toxic water. I urge you to look at the problem Texa 

is having with the wate water from fracked natural gas.  Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Deb Trent 

15015 Taylor St NE 

Ham Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

For God's sake, don't get us tricked with this foolish violarion of the criteria for success in the potential 

control of the looming catastrophe. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Wahl 

2900 Abbey Plz 

Collegeville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

For the sake of precious, finite pure ground water supplies, reject fracking as a sustainable means of 

energy production. Water cannot be manufactured or produced. Using it and contaminating it through 

fracking is a sin against nature. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Dahl 

1220 Memorial Dr 

Crookston, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fossil fuel is a fossil. Welcome to the 21st century. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susu Jeffrey 

1063 Antoinette Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fossil fuels are of the past and clean energy is the future, as Xcel has already confirmed with many of its 

programs and leadership in the field.  Please consider the cost concerns of current ratepayers and the 

environmental needs of future generations  and deny Xcel's request. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paula Bidle 

3849 17th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracked gas is not the way to go for clean energy and a livable world for my two children.  I am a 

customer of Xcel and a solar company that works with Xcel called CleanChoice Energy. Now that's the 

way to look to the future. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Matthew Smith 

432 Newton Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking also contributes to instability in the structure of the Earth leading to shifts in the ground 

(earthquakes and tremors) and additional flood concerns. Take a lesson from Oklahoma. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nyla Copp 

5737 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking also endangers our ground water supply! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stephanie Schleuder 

, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking also poisons the surrounding land and water. That has far reaching reprocusions to biomes 

including all life within including humans. Please stop fracking! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Krista Kulas 

14948 Dufferin Ct 

Savage, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking destroys water.  Minnesota is a land of water and it is encumbent on us to protect it.  

Continuing the insanity with drilling and utilizing the precious resource of water to eek every last drop of 

oil out is absurd.  We need water to drink, grow crops and sustain life, not oil.  We need renewable, 

clean energy...NOW 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gabriel Curell 

8362 Tamarack Vlg Ste 119-364 



Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking has proven to be a huge risk to our water and air. Use this time to invest in safer, more 

sustainable energy. Minnesota is rapidly becoming at risk of lasting damage from poor energy choices. 

Do what is right not what is easiest. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beth Hansen 

26813 Scenic Byway Road 

Belle Plaine, MN 



3/14/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking is an extreme, dangerous, and highly polluting process that should be avoided at all costs! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Daniel Eller 

2286 Bronson Dr 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking is detrimental to future generations.  Please make the responsible choice. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tara Mcnaughton 

4315 Cedar Ave S Apt A 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking is the wrong way to go. Continue to invest in renewable energy. I am a 100% windsource 

customer. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kay Drache 

3067 Zarthan Ave S 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Fracking would negate some of the gains Xcel has made. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

R A Fuller 

976 Winterberry Dr 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

From my limited perspective, it seems to be a question of doing what is obviously the right thing and the 

greater good, or appeasing Xcel.  With Xcel being a such a big player, I don't imagine it's easy to do the 

right thing in this scenario.  That said, I hope you will let the greater good guide your decision.  Thanks, 

Matt 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Matt Klinkhammer 

4610 Arrowood Ln N 



Plymouth, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Getting off carbon fuels is a noble, stout-hearted and generous goal.  Using fracked gas is wienie. Please 

hold Xcel to its 2050 promise.  Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peggy Endres 

943 Wilder St S 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Go for the GOAL-renewable by 2050, do not buy another boat anchor holding you and my grandparents 

away from the GOAL for years to come!!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Hegdahl 

6181 Woodchuck Cir 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Having relatives who live in OK who have suffered directly from the outcomes and effects of fracking, 

plus the damage to and pollution of ground water that potentially, and likely, results, MN ought to do 

everything in its power to avoid processes and fuel (fossil) use that directly causes environmental 

damage and degradation.   

 

Absolutely say "NO" to use of fossil fuels and the fracking process.  Do the right thing - spend all your 

money on clean energy production. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 



Janis Hollenbeck 

51 Avon Street South, Condo #22 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Having traveled in China and Mexico and seeing first hand what dirty energy does to the environment, 

please deny Xcel this investment. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pam Albin 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

How does this work towards Xcel becoming 100% carbon free by 2050? We must start using other 

sources for our energy needs. We only have this one planet. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Assata Brown 

1659 Sheridan Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I am a long-time stockholder -- and I would rather pay a little more up-front to move this renewable 

energy forward faster.  Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ruth Jones 

2950 Dean Pkwy Apt 1504 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I am appalled at the environmental damage that fracking causes. Fracking is an issue about which I am 

passionate. It is a terrible environmental practice which pollutes our planet further than simply burning 

fossil fuels. Fracking is an environmental nightmare. Please do not permit any fracking in Minnesota. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Seabloom 

18829 Waco St NW 

Elk River, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I am concerned about how our children?s future will be impacted. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Birdie Carter 

1957 Larpenteur Ave W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I am frightened of what climate change is doing to Wildlife and ecosystems, not to mention when the 

shoe will drop in my neighborhood with a killer storm, tornado or prolonged drought.  The time to 

advance fossil free energy is NOW. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Catherine Zimmer 

1790 Hague Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I currently pay higher rates to Xcel, so that 100 percent of my home's electricity is from wind sources. 

Why should I pay even more so Xcel can purchase dirty energy? And given Gov. Walz's plans for moving 

Minnesota to renewables, this purchase would be a big step in the wrong direction. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Teresa Manzella 

1741 Atlantic St 

Maplewood, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I currently pay Xcel an extra monthly fee for renewable energy. If Xcel has money to buy a gas plant, 

they should partner with the University of Minnesota to develop better energy storage solutions. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tim Bardell 

2333 Parkwoods Rd 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I do NOT want is to endanger Minnesota's natural resources, land, water 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rachel Holtzer 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I have family member touring Europe at this time and they are thoroughly overwhelmed by the steps 

the European Union as taken in terms of wind and solar energy.  According to them, in comparison we 

look ridiculous! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joan Mcgonigal 

8522 Inverness Ln N 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I have three grandchildren and I want the to have a healthy earth to live on. We must do everything we 

can to make this happens. Please reject Xcel?s request! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Gregg 

21280 Minnetonka Blvd 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I just changed my Xcel account to total solar energy and now you want to find more fossil fuels to 

destroy our world?  Xcel, Minnesotans don't want you to use fossil fuels, especially FRACKING! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Lacher 

12325 County Road 51 #B1 

St Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I just started my Xcel account on 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Lacher 

12325 County Road 51 Apt B1 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I kindly ask that you keep our values at heart. Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Fatimah Ramadan 

3409 34th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I left W. Pa. with my family for life in MN as of 2010.  We didn't feel W. Pa. would remain a sustainable 

place for our family or future.  The water there is being polluted beyond all measure by gas fracking.  

Don't buy into bad policy, bad economics, bad environmentalism, and bad behavior in MN by utilizing 

fracked gas.  It's a dead end. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anna Loney 

308 Elmwood St E 



Lanesboro, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I live in Minnesota and do NOT want us to endanger the health of our state any further than 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

E Holtzer 

5136 Nicollet Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I pay a bit extra already for Arcadia Power, doing what I can to reduce Minnesota's dependence on fossil 

fuels. Fracking has horrible effects on the environment, causing water pollution and even earthquakes in 

addition to the methane emissions that come with it. This state has a commitment to move toward 

clean energy; let's put consumers' money into new, cleaner technology and new, growing industries 

which will not only protect us and our kids, but generate jobs that won't just go away in a few years. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tracie Thompson 

795 6th St E Apt 308 



Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I signed up for renewconnect and so did our HOA to help xcel and to do our part to accelerate 

renewable energy.  I have given xcel positive press in my circle of influence.   I Also grew up in the 

Mankato area and would be disappointed if clean energy was Not the priority in xcel?s next investment. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brenda Savage 

181 Elm St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I took pride as a Minnesotan that our state was free of fracked energy facilities.  Let us not sully 

Minnesota's reputation as a clean-energy state. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stan Sattinger 

3933 12th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I truly applaud your efforts to go to 100% carbon free power, but wind and solar seem to be more 

environmentally healthy than nuclear. And this gas plant doesn't help with the effort. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Johnna Hyde 

Unknown 

Ely, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I want my children to grow old in a livable world--climate change is proving a rapidly increasing danger 

to that. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Melanie Danke 

4420 17th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I want my children to have a safe environment to live in and their children too 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristen Anthony 

442 E Chapman 

Ely, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I want to see Minnesota be run on 100% renewable resources. The earth is dying, and fracking is one of 

the reasons why. I am an Xcel Energy customer and I do not want to see this plant be purchased. If it is, 

then I will have to take my business elsewhere. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rachel Gasser 

1015 University Ave SE, Apt 101 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

If we don't change our ways, in a few short years our planet will be uninhabitable. This is not a scare 

tactic; we have been warned decades ago and we ignored the facts. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jo-Ann Sramek 

4882 Woodridge Dr 

Hermantown, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

If you have children or grand kids, please act ethically on their behalf.  Thank you!   Dagmar Romano 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dagmar Romano 

1840 Goodrich Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It is critial that we move away from fossil fuels. Investing 100s of millions in energy projects like this one 

make no sense. We need bold, timely action to address climate change. This is immortant issue! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Freeman 

2059 The Grade Rd 

Lutsen, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It is so important that Minnesota leads the way to clean energy! Let's be a leader in the green 

movement! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Aubre Suttle 

5177 Yuma Ln N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It is time to encourage utilities to listen to the voice of scientists and citizens calling for clean, renewable 

energy.  Xcel is not demonstrating a commitment to change called for by Minnesota's commitment to 

clean energy production.  The Public Utilities Commission is charged to work for the citizens of the state 

so please listen to the public's demand for change and new technology. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Lipke 

12016 Corey Tracts Rd 



Hibbing, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It is time to move to renewable, clean energy sources.  Fracking is a horrible waste of water and 

destroys the area that it is being done.  I don't want my water contaminated from fracking. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erin Enger 

5941 Wisconsin Cir N 

New Hope, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It takes more than individuals to change the impact of climate change. We need the power providers to 

be proactive on a big scale to change the way we meet our energy needs. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marianne Dietzel 

2954 Hamline Ave N 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It's overdue for us to go 100% green in Minnesota! 

For our health - and that of our children and grandchildren - we need to get off of fossil fuels ASAP. 

And, as science knows and has proven, climate change is real and we must go green as soon as we 

possibly can to help reverse its changes. 

So - please say "NO" to a new Excel Energy gas plant. 

 

Thanks!  From ourselves and our planet. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 



Sincerely, 

 

Jerry P. 

3861 Paradise Cv N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

It's simply time to move forward, to more sustainable energy sources.  Fracking is horrible. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pat Stevesand 

13109 Walnut Cir 

Burnsville, MN 



3/18/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

I've seen the downstream damage this extraction method causes in Ohio and throughout the midwest. 

As a paying utilities customer with Xcel, I am speaking my morals and concerns regarding their supply 

chain. If they move forward here, it will further incentivize me leaving their grid with solar tech. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Adrian Bennett 

3515 E 42nd St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/27/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Just because other states are willing to trash their land to make a few bucks from the final throes of 

fossil fuel energy, does not mean that Minnesota should also be willing to do so.  

 

Thanks for your time. 

 

Charles Pulkrabek ?? Bemidji, Minnesota 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 



 

Charles Pulkrabek 

PO Box 1037 

Bemidji, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Keeping Minnesota beautiful means keeping her clean and healthy too. Let?s invest in renewables. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Candace Gouze 

12870 12th St N 

Lake Elmo, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Let us have Minnesota as a leader in the environmental movement toward renewable energy resources.  

My electricity rates have doubled since moving here in 2000. This plan will not help that factor either. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bruce & Michelle Hanson 

12720 27th Ave N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Let?s strongly shift our mix to clean energy, and not lock more capital investment dollars and consumer 

bills to a source that is not forward-looking and optimally clean. Let?s keep Xcel and Minnesota in the 

lead for our grandchildren. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Larson 

556 Summit Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Let?s work forward to clean energy! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pamela Syverson 

11510 39th Ave N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Lets invest in the future. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Lindaas 

1123 22nd Ave S 

Moorhead, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Let's invest in the health of our earth and our children.  Please do not allow a fracking plant to go up in 

our beloved Minnesota. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Lauer 

6925 Glenwood Ave 

Golden Valley, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Let's work to meet our climate goals and get energy from wind and solar. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lorie Badiyan 

170 Sunrise Ave 

Excelsior, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Make MN a leader in stopping climate change, it would better everyone?s life now and in the future. 

Make it your legacy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen James 

2352 County Road E E 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Minnesota does not need fracked gas! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Holly Larochelle 

1823 Lincoln St NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/17/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Minnesota has the opportunity now to switch to 100% clean, carbon-free, and renewable energy. That is 

what we want and need, and that is the future whether or not Xcel buys this plant -- it's only a matter of 

time and we are on the precipice of getting legislation to support this passed. Choose now to protect 

our air and water, our natural flora and fauna, and future generations from climate change. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Rojas Jr 

723 7th St SE 



Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Minnesota is a great state- we are often ahead of the pack when it comes to natural resource 

management and environmental responsibility. I urge you to stay ahead of the pack and take the action 

that will improve the quality of life for generations after us. Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Annika Feight 

425 Erie St SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Minnesota NEEDS to do its part in helping mitigate the impacts of climate change! NO new fossil fuel 

infrastructure in Minnesota, including fracked gas! Use wind & solar to meet our energy needs. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patricia Hauser 

Unknown 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Minnesota prides itself on its clean air and clean water (overall).  Please help keep it that way. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Berg 

104 Chapel Ln 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

My family is committed to clean eco friendly energy sources. We are a part of your wind source program 

and want you, our energy provider, to produce more solar, geothermal and wind power. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Whitney Thorpe 

5714 Zane Ave N 

Crystal, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Natural gas is only a step away from coal when one looks at the picture of extracting.   It's use will help 

us to move to renewables but investing in it for the future is the wrong move.   I don't want to pay for an 

old plant going forward.  It too needs to be retired as soon as possible. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Karen Hannah 

13131 40th St N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Natural gas produces 10 times stronger green house gases. It is NOT clean energy. 

Please deny permission!!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Martin 

3700 Alabama Ave S 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

NNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Siela Siela 

5309 Williston Rd 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No dirty fracked gas! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marilee Lampman 

140 Fairview Lane 

Red Wing, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

NO fracked gas in MN! How about solar? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jon Birch 

16015 Elgin Ct 

Faribault, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No fracking in Minnesota!!!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristel Buck 

2007 Schulenberg Aly 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No fracking please. It is too dangerous to do this -- for people, for the environment. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Morris Trumbauer 

4302 14th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No more carbon pollution!  Invest in clean energy, like my family did by installing solar panels on our 

property. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Songalia 

649 Waseca St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

NO more fossil fuels for MN! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Freda Veljkovich 

1521 2nd St N 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No to Xcel's request. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Malcolm Nazareth 

819 14th St N 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

No use of fracking materials should be allowed any more. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Roger Aus 

7000 Park Ave 

Richfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Now is the time to act boldly and take big steps towards 100% renewables - thank you for your efforts.  - 

Doug 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Douglas Mensing 

4033 Garfield Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Only a fool would invest in obsolete technology. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Veits 

641 E Burnsville Pkwy 

Burnsville, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Only a fool would invest in obsolete technology. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Veits 

641 E Burnsville Pkwy 

Burnsville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Our dependence on fossil fuels is a far more serious threat than most people realize. Trouble is it makes 

someone rich. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Wade Johnson 

4720 13th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please consider renewable energy for our state of MN. Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sue Odonnell 

13402 77th St NW 

Annandale, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please consider the generations after us in your decision. We need to step up for them to have a healthy 

future. Thank you! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paula Fischer 

3406 E 40th St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please consider the planet we will leave for our children. We are at a crossroads, and every individual's 

choices count. Please choose wisely. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Drew Sims 

7640 Southridge Ct 

Savage, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please continue our goal towards 100% renewable energy! It will help us ensure a sustainable future 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Maya Sarkar 

1849 Washington Ave S Apt 430 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please do not allow more fracking in the Mankato area or anyplace else in Minnesota.  We need to 

develope 100% renewable energy throughout our state and beyond. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Wermus 

8718 19th Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

PLEASE do not think about buying a gas plant in Mankato!  We are desperately trying to "eliminate" 

carbon in the air NOT add to it! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jane Nechville 

10021 3rd Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please do not wish on Mankato a huge plant that will reduce local communities' abilities to move 

toward clean energy.  Last year, my husband and I opted to sign on to St. Peter's investment in solar 

energy.  We believe in solar and other energy sources supported by our city and our neighbors.  We 

oppose Xcel's move to not only boost its use of fossil fuel but to also undermine today's concerned 

citizens' efforts to move toward a safer, cleaner environment and to slow climate change.  My husband 

and I are in our mid-70s.  We are willing to pay forward, to sacrifice our financial resources for the sake 

of those who will continue after we are gone.  We are not pleased to sacrifice for the sake of an energy 

company that needs to make better decisions now, not later. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 



Edith Thorstensson 

809 S 7th St 

Saint Peter, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please do your part to prevent more climate change disasters. Thank you. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Clara Ueland 

1902 Homestead Trl 

Long Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please don?t do this.  We need to be getting off of fossil fuels completely, and spending money on 

developing sustainable means of producing energy such as solar, wind & electricity.  We are in a climate 

crisis; buying a fracked gas plant would be unconscionable in light of what we?re up against, in the short 

time we have to prevent a nonstoppable slide into ecological destruction.  Please do the responsible 

thing and cancel plans to purchase the fracked gas plant. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judith Lord 

3030 St Albans Mill Rd Apt 203 



Minnetonka, MN 



3/23/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please don't allow fracking in Minnesota! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Grecia Glass 

1266 Englewood Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please don't delay your progress towards safe renewable energy by spending money that takes you in 

the wrong direction. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dawn Baker 

4708 Oakland Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please don't invest in any more fossil fuel plants. I worry about my grandchildren and their 

grandchildren. Besides, buying a power plant that will be obsolete in the future also means agreeing to 

pay for the cleanup costs; no matter what they may be. My energy costs are high enough without 

worrying about clean up costs of an outdated power plant that *may have* unknown spills and 

environmental hazards that will be extremely costly to deal with in the future. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Paterson 

1070 Edgewater Ave 



Saint Paul, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please don't take this step backwards. We need to be taking forward steps to clean energy 

independence. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rachel Guerrero 

3310 39th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please invest in electromagnetic energy 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Ness 

3132 19th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please keep Minnesota clean and green! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joan Vorderbruggen 

301 S Olaf Ave 

Battle Lake, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please protect this beautiful planet for our children and grandchildren. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denise Moreno 

2127 Twin Bluff Rd Apt 202 

Red Wing, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please read this and listen. Please help. 

--> We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like fracked gas. 

Minnesota is not on track to meet its climate goals. We need to be moving down a path to 100% 

renewable energy for all Minnesotans by investing in wind, solar and energy savings. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rebecca Dick 

1818 Viola Heights Ln NE 



Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please reject  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please reject Xcels request to purchase the gas plant. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 



to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Norma Jean Hjellming 

8350 Terrace Rd NE 

Spring Lake Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please reject this outdated fossil fuel gas plant proposal.  It is a bad and risky investment.  We Need to 

stay united and continue Minnesota?s national leadership In moving to modern and truly renewable 

energy sources. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Sulander 

2528 38th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please say no to new fossil fuel infrastructure in Minnesota, that includes fracked gas! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ann Skoog 

12855 Ozark Trl N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please stand up for us. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marjorie Proell 

509 Birch St S 

Sauk Centre, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please stop investing in fossil fuels and instead use your power to support the Green New Deal! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jillian Duett 

2404 31st Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please think about the next 7 generations when making energy decisions. How will this affect them? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Rogers 

14126 Garland Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please watch some documentaries about how family farms have been ruined by fracking - water 

polluted so badly that a match will LIGHT it . Our PUC should be    weaning us away from gas and 

towards renewable energy sources. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sara McKay 

500 W.Jackson St.  Apt. 217 

St. Peter, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please, let?s use creativity and state if the art technology to truly move us forward to clean energy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

R Limoges 

701 Southwaite Ct 

Redwood Falls, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Please, no more fossil fuel in Minnesota.  Solar, Wind and Carbon Dioxide energy are just as feasible and 

are better for the environment. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Myk Behrens Mcardle 

3522 Architect Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Protect our environment for our children! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Liz Hawkinson 

722 N 9th St 

Saint Peter, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Purchasing this dirty energy plant means Xcel will feel obligated to shareholders to keep it running 

during its useful life - which contradicts the goal to be carbon-free. Don't let them torpedo the goal on 

day one. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Chesney 

8172 Zenith Ct N 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Put environmental welfare ahead of corporate plans; your kids and grandkids will be living with your 

decision. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Botle 

3940 38th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Reject fracking. Save our planet 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Claire O'Connor 

5015 35th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Reject this plan! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Ashwood 

581 12th Ave NW 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Say NO to this plan - it is not what is good for Minnesota or the planet!  No more fossil fuel investments! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Krinke 

339 Wilder St N 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Seriously we need no more fracking. We need solar, wind, nuclear and any or all other goes sources that 

are not fossil fuel based. Climate change is real and it's here. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chuck Smith-Dewey 

19350 Ireland Ct 

Lakeville, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

So wrong on levels of this plan. . I do not want to pay for a decrepit plant purchased by Excel, knowing 

they would charge their customers to upgrade their sloppy business dealings..Fracked gas does nothing 

to the commitment to the reduction of CO2.  In addition, the release  of methane during the fracking 

process is an even bigger contributor to climate change, particularly now that the feds have removed 

the necessary language to reduce methane off gassing. This proposal will cause everyone, individuals & 

the earth to pay the price of Xcel's plan and possibly  your decision. SAY NO. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Schaetzel 



3905 10th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Spending half a BILLION dollars on fossil fuel infrastructure doesn't seem consistent with Xcel's "clean 

energy plan" and doesn't make sense when we could instead invest in technology that will reduce 

carbon and save us money. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bradly Pepin 

5105 Meadow Rdg 

Edina, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Stop fracking. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Deborah Steinmetz 

1809 Gervais Ave Apt 2 

Maplewood, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Thank you for considering this point of view.  Lee 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lee Hickerson 

15808 27th Ave N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Thank you for your time and attention . 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lisa Pollei 

9578 Thunderbluff Rd NW 

Oronoco, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The climate is never going to get better for my children if we keep using outdated fuel souces such as 

fracked gas, we should be leaving this planet in a better condition then when we got it, not destroying it 

more every day! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jesse Scheneman 

106 13th Ave S 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The contamination and destabilization caused by fracking are well established.  We must transition to 

renewable energy now. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Edis Risser 

4904 Thomas Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The Earth can?t take any more exhaustion. There WILL undoubtedly be a global crisis in the coming 

years over resources, which could even lead to war. Stop taking steps in the wrong direction, for 

everyone. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sophie Hannig 

704 1st St S 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The future is NOW or NEVER! We need to invest in clean energy options and research for new clean 

technology. Invest in the FUTURE. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Terri Dugan 

709 18th Ave NE 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The price tag of $650 million dollars would go a long way to move Minnesota to completely renewable 

energy and the goal or of Gov. Waltz's 2050 initiative. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Kiekhafer 

12772 Swallow St NW 

Coon Rapids, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The reason I appreciate being an Xcel Energy customer is because of the company?s commitment to 

renewable energy and I pay extra to make that possible. Fracking is not a process worth investing in on 

our path to reducing our environmental impact. Please reconsider. 

 

Sincerely, 

-Natasha Villanueva 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 



Natasha Villanueva 

1826 Lasalle Ave Apt 36 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The technology to move beyond environment-harming energy is available. The costs of moving away 

from fossil fuels is expensive, but worth it in the long run. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lea Herrington 

1873 Saint Clair Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) says the planet will reach the crucial 

threshold of 1.5 degrees Celsius by as early as 2030, triggering the risk of extreme drought, wildfires, 

floods and food shortages for hundreds of millions of people.  World governments only have 12 years 

left to avert this catastrophe.   

 

Included in the business plan for Xcel is the extinction of the human race and the planet.  They'll never 

admit that, but that's what's going to happen if we keep fracking. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 



Kathy Magne 

1989 Wellesley Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

The WARPED values in this time of GREED obviously takes NOT account of the planet itself.  Mother 

Earth will one of these days take care of that problem if we do NOT stop desecrating degrading our air, 

water and land. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Albers 

2890 Arthur Pl 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

There comes a time to stop. We are in a climate crisis and NEED to move to renewables. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dan & Mary Hooley 

14241 205th St N 

Scandia, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

There is no Planet B 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mike Mcdonald 

2002 Pinehurst Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

There is no reason for fracking and destroying th water table. Focus on wind and solar power and 

continue along the pathway to zero carbon. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cecily Harris 

710 Broadway St 

Marine on Saint Croix, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Think about our planet. Nothing matters if you destroy it. Nothing. Do better. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julie Ruegemer 

1295 Loma Linda Ave 

Mound, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This action is going BACKWARD not FORWARD to control climate issues.  MN should be the leader not 

yet another follower like Oklahoma. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Gillen 

3999 Clover Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This eould be devastating to our state with erreputal damage. 

Karla 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Karla Booth 

7353 Logan Ct 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is a step backwards- with the climate change problem, we need to invest in clean energy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Nereng 

8315 Emerald Ln 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is for our children and future generations. Please do your part now to make this world safer for 

them. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sandra Keyes 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is important to me because my family lives in the Mankato area. I'm worried for our future 

generations if we don't start taking action now! 

Thank you for taking the time to read this. 

Sue 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sue Wenker 



2813 30th Ave NE 

St Anthony, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is not a viable solution to future energy problems. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Ashwood 

581-12th Ave. NW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is not cleaning up our act! This is a path to condemning our home...our only home. It's time we 

follow the path other 1st world countries have: renewable and clean!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Theresa Iverson 

403 19th St NE 

Austin, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is the land of 10,000 lakes. We do not need fracking?s toxic chemicals in our ground water. Nor do 

we want the resultant earthquakes. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Johnson 

1131 Lecuyer Ct 

Stillwater, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is the wrong direction if we are going to address climate change. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katherine Bohn 

7000 149th Ln NW 

Ramsey, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This is tough to do, but it?s for our state?s Common Good. 

Thanks. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anna Barker 

6135-C Courtly Alcove 

Woodbury, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This issue matters to me as a SE Minnesota citizen with a 10-year-old son who will inherit the problems 

of today. We can and should do better. If we need to spend $650 million, spend it on solar and wind 

energy and develop battery storage systems in conjunction with school district buses that can provide 

extra power in when school is not in session. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Emilie Falc 

212 E. Sanborn St. 



Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This plant may be in my own back yard, but I am committed to energy sources that are renewable. Let's 

keep moving in that direction instead. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Arlene Renshaw 

216 Locke St. 

Mankato, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

This sb a no brainer. Just say: NO! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

La Vonne Woodruff 

2884 138th St W 

Rosemount, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Time is of the essence! We must build momentum toward a just and sustainable energy future, moving 

beyond fossil fuels --  For our grandchildren and future generations. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Littrell 

1057 Thomas Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Time to move to cleaner sources of energy.  Natural gas is not good enough. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Russ Yttri 

658 Greenbrier St Apt 11 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

TIME'S RUNNING OUT.  GET OFF OF FOSSIL FUELS ALREADY! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Heyward Nash 

1425 10th Ave S Apt 656 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We are  adding More  and more detriminal obstructioins  through Excel' requests 

for negative plans. 

We need to say No to their plans Thank you.and fracking.. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joy Barth 

1001 14th St NW 



Rochester, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We are in a day and age where we need to pursue natural forms of energy not backtracking into buying 

a fracking plant which does the exact opposite. We need clean energy please pursue this! I want to save 

our planet not continue in a path of destroying it. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patty Hauer 

2211 Hartle Ave Apt 513 

Owatonna, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We are just on the front end of the increasingly violent climate changes that atmospheric warming could 

bring. It's the small steps that we make now that have a chance to mitigate future damages. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean And John White 

4014 Kipling Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We believe in wind and solar! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathy Lawrow 

4224 Lyndale Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We can do better to conserve energy, and our efforts need to be focused on conservation and 

protection of natural resouces.  Fracking is terribly destructive to the envirinment. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erika Aschmanm 

2022 27th St SE Apt 311 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like fracked gas. We need 

to be moving down a path to 100% renewable energy for all Minnesotans by investing in wind, solar and 

energy savings. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Epstein 

3449 Garfield Ave Apt 104 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We do NOT want to have Excel involved is using fracked gas since it is just another  draining our fossil 

fuels and it produces methane which is much worse for our planet than carbon. We are demanding that 

no more fossil fuels be used for energy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lisa Ragsdale 

2009 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We don?t have to ruin the environment for energy. We want innovative, clean, energy that leaves the 

planet  healthier for future generations. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beth Brombach 

2214 Goodrich Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We don?t need to use harmful fracking to get energy. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Adams 

14643 Waco St NW 

Ramsey, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We don't want our beautiful state polluted and defaced with fracking. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kim Schermer 

4038 48th St NE 

BUFFALO, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We have a moral, and many of us have a faith-based, obligation to care for creation and our neighbors, 

human and other living creatures. Help us meet that obligation. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rev Dwight Wagenius 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We have just a few years to get to carbon zero.  Now is NOT the time to invest in fossil fuels!  Please say 

NO to this dangerous project! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ellen Hadley 

1948 Parkmont Ln 

Anoka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We have made progress, and can't go back in the wrong direction. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pat Mcpeak 

1008 Goodrich Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We have to stop putting off the inevitable, Clean, renewable energy is the ONLY way. Stop 

procrastinating, we must move forward not backward. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sally Allen 

3523 Colfax Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

WE made some questionable decisions in the past that have allowed our rual coops to control and 

adjust their own rules as  how to they handle the small solar producers. By charging large fees to send 

excess back. Lets not make the same mistake with Xcel. energy they need to invest in clean energy. They 

need to concentrate on industries Solar large farm producers like hog and big dairy. Even small 

operations like housing and larger condo and housing.If we are PLEDGING TO GO GREEN WE DO NOT 

NEED A OLD WORN OUT POWER PLANT TO SPEND A LOT OF MONEY ON. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Everett Dennis 



63755 230th St 

Austin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We must care about our climate and it?s impact on our Minnesota environment more than we care 

about short-term business gains. PRIORITIES! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sheila Bennett 

25 Birchwood Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need renewable energy not more fossil fuels. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rm Krebs 

170 Good Counsel Dr 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to act as if we live in the 21st century and use our energy-production technology wisely, not 

fall back on 19th century attitudes about endless fossil fuels. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Wick 

1436 Raymond Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to be future focused which means investing in sustainable energy sources and taking actions to 

become less and less dependent on fossil fuels.  Our environment is at risk of changing significantly if we 

do not do so and the number of severe weather crisises will grow.  Regarding the latter, sustainable 

energy sources are therefore the most economical, humanitarian and environmentally friendly.  Please 

make a decision in favor of us, humanity, and our planets future. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicole Stanich 

2701 39th Ave S 



Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to be moving towards renewables like wind and solar, and certainly not FRACKING! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stacey Aldrich 

2757 Alabama Ave S 

St Louis Park, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to be working toward clean energy, not creating new plants for fossil fuels. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patty Behrends 

15377 58th St NW 

Annandale, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to continue working on renewable energy, not go backwards with fracking. It hurts the water 

supply. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lana Thompson 

Unknown 

Anoka, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to end of use of fossil fuels. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Liza Eng 

1111 Gilmore Ave 

Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to get on board with clean energy. To use fracking we continue to destroy our state's 

environment. Climate change is real we can't keep ignoring it! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patty Hauer 

2211 Hartle Ave, Apt 513 

Owatonna, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to invest in clean energy sources, rather than fossil fuels.  Fracking is a particularly bad form of 

non-renewable energy, as it has the potential for serious environmental damage even apart from its 

carbon footprint. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Holly Windle 

3521 Aldrich Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to leave the planet viable for our children. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rob Lautz 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to move toward 100% clean energy NOW! The healthy choices we make now will benefit and 

help reverse the damage we've done to our planet, out home. But we all must make and take conscious 

intelligent steps to clean up our destructive imprints. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Serfin 

6872 Buckingham Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to protect the earth from further distraction so please do not allow for fracking for gas lines. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Germaine Riegert 

1217 Main St 

Waubun, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to protect the environment and fossil fuels like fracked gas are proven to destroy our planet. 

Please use your power to stop this from happening. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Sullivan 

4061 209th LN NW 

Oak Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to push harder to transition to renewable energy! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erik Voldal 

3409 Woodstone Dr SW 

Rochester, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to reach our 100% renewable energy goal as a state and we are far from it.  We need to ?step 

on it?? we don?t have time to waste. And allowing Xcel Energy to invest in a fracked gas plant in 

Mankato will move us in the opposite direction from that goal!  Please deny Xcel?s request to purchase 

that plant. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

April Narcisse 

8140 Rhode Island Cir 



Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to stop damaging the earth. My children are already convinced it's too late. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lorna Levine 

4309 Camelot Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We need to stop saying we can't do it and start saying we can!! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Hoffmann 

Birchdale, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We should harnes hot air! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shawn McGovern 

313 Dale St N Apt 221 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We should not be supporting fracking by use of this gas plant. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Merle Teetzen 

5830 Teakwood Ln N Apt A 

Plymouth, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We should work toward clean energy not Fossil fuels! Put that money towards clean energy and the 

health of our planet! Please! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Dalin 

215 First Ave East 

Grand Marais, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

We walk and bike to shop, use transit, drive s Prius and have solar panels. That and lobbying are all we 

can do. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stuart Knappmiller 

1112 Orange Ave E 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Who pays for leaks? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ron Williams 

301 S 5th St, Apt 104 

Mankato, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Why do this our state? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Ryan 

5860 Zanzibar Ln N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Why in the world would MN go  backwards when we have a great chance to move ahead? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Birch 

16015 Elgin Ct 

Faribault, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Why purchase a plant that will soon be obsolete?  The future is renewables- not pollution! 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elisabeth Peterson 

2625 Fox St 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Why would we continue destroying our beautiful land, when there is a better option? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alexis Spier 

324 19th Ave N 

Sartell, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Wind Solar and frugality are the way to go, no more fossil fuels. I use wind solar  geothermal adding up 

to 100% renewable 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Angela Anderson 

1121 North 4th Street 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Xcel currently purchases power from the plant, purchasing the plant itself would leave Xcel customers 

like you on the hook to pay $650 million for an outdated plant. 

 

It?s time to say no to new fossil fuel infrastructure in Minnesota, and that includes fracked gas. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Brinkman 



1623 Teton Ct NE 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

XCEL has made good progress on supporting and developing renewable and sustainable energy but this 

is a step backwards. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dave Carlson 

7006 W 23rd St 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Xcel has recently committed to increasing their use of renewable energy sources and they should be 

held accountable to that commitment with every choice they make moving forward. Investing in fracked 

gas would not put Xcel or the State of Minnesota on the necessary path to using 100% renewable energy 

sources. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Madelyn Sundberg 

4221 Nicollet Ave Apt 102 



Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Xcel needs to back off of the plant. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Zoe Naqwi 

17862 Steading Rd 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Xcel said they will be 100% green by 2050, a very low bar. 

Now they want to buy and run a gas plant until 2054! 

We need to push Xcel to go green faster. 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Shoop 

2318 Parkwoods Rd 



Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

Xcel should be investing in new nuclear technologies such as Small Modular Reactors (SMR's) which 

promise to be both cheaper and more environmentally sound than fossil fuels.  Enough of the fossil 

fools. What other industries/products use technologies sixty years old? 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lee Wenzel 

8666 Westwind Circle 

Eden Prairire, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

you've been bestowed the power to make new and innovative decisions to accelerate the move towards 

total renewable energy...now please use it wisely.... 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Claudia Goff 

4370 Brookside Ct Apt 312 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

First_minnesota Last_minnesota 

2327 E Franklin Ave Ste 1 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jaime Eisenbraun 

513 Rice Creek Ter NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Kaphingst 

5109 Beacon Hill Rd 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Wohlberg 

6739 11th Ave S 

Richfield, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jonny Yucuis 

647 14th St NE 

Rochester, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Darlene Young 

929 2nd St NE Apt 503 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

T Mo 

3310 69th St E 

Inver Grove Heights, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kelsey Brodt 

1013 120th Ln NW 

Coon Rapids, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Caplan 

6400 York Ave S Apt 209 

Edina, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynda Pauling 

5812 Olene Ave N 

Oak Park Heights, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Angela Jerome-Tuckner 

3050 18th Ave S Apt 104 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anthony Hirschman 

1825 Kirkwood Ln N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laurie Hardies 

2082 Jade Ln 

Eagan, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rebecca West 

7730 Corcoran Trl W 

Corcoran, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

George Johnson 

3193 Strand Rd 

Duluth, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Uebelacker 

511 3rd St SE 

Little Falls, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carolyn Bentley 

1106 Overlook Dr 

Woodbury, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denise Thomas 

100 Imperial Dr W, Apt 301 

West St Paul, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chad Martin 

7144 10th Ave S 

Richfield, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gretchen Bratvold 

3444 Edmund Blvd 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beverly Adams 

2523 16th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Caitlin Boley 

2425 E Franklin Ave Apt 208 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marcy Leussler 

4001 10th Ave S Apt 2 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Regan 

5413 N Cloquet Rd 

Duluth, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Zoha Naqwi 

17862 Steading Rd 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christopher Kaplan 

114 Shoreview Dr 

Elysian, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jonathan & Tamera Eirten 

3851 Blaisdell Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Ross 

11840 Falls Trl 

Lonsdale, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Doris Schneider 

3330 Edinborough Way Apt 1611 

Edina, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marilee Lampman 

140 Fairview Ln 

Red Wing, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lucy Elliott 

3136 42nd Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Frances Bell 

1830 Laurel Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gaelyn Beal 

4900 Normandale Highlands Dr 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert McConnell 

125 Ichabod Ln 

Mankato, MN 



3/8/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Albers 

2890 Arthur Pl 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jane Truhlar 

5033 Thomas Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debbie Plese 

2511 4th Ave W 

Hibbing, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Veronica Whelan 

1036 5th St E 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynette Carlson 

1009 Horn Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Holly Woodhull 

11175 Oregon Cir 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chris Zerby 

1500 15th St NW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michele Chouinard 

1092 Suburban Ave. 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Hinners 

20 S 55th Ave E 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katherine Doyle 

2232 Vermilion Rd 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Densmore 

800 W 65th St Apt 102 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kim Rottmann 

1021 Angelo Dr 

Golden Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Art Wilkinson 

830 Winthrop St S 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cory Martinez 

2857 Farrington St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Chollar 

3301 Yukon Ave N 

New Hope, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sally Vogel 

19429 US Highway 218 

Austin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Merritt 

1241 Minnesota Ave 

Detroit Lakes, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol And Al Frechette 

1511 6th Ave W 

Shakopee, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Franklin 

9914 Penn Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ed May 

1831 130th St NW 

RICE, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Larry Boatman 

1059 Marie Ave W 

Mendota Heights, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bree M 

123 apple 

lakeville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tracy Templin 

12152 270th Ave 

Isle, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Ross 

1371 Goose Lake Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Scott Anderson 

1150 N Elm Ave 

Owatonna, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lisa Hensel 

585 Barton Ave NW 

Buffalo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stewart Herman 

2021 Harriet Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Polad 

3730 Fairlawn Drive 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dorothy Brown 

5701 Lake Rose Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Colleen Lockovitch 

629 3rd Ave 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Thorson 

5 Birchwood Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cynthia Crawford 

18055 Fairhomes Ln 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Johnson 

4511 Pleasant Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Leon Bowman 

22827 Garvin Heights Rd 

Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mitchell Tiedeman 

5855 Blaisdell Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristie O'Shea 

813 Everett St N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Terrence Moore 

2526 Brookfield Ln 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Mcevoy 

1513 Sherwood Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Erickson 

1115 Elway St Apt 413 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Person 

8240 Market Blvd 

Chanhassen, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Tyler 

3613 Fox Tail Trl NW 

Prior Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shawn Simonson 

49898 211th St 

Lake Crystal, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sheldon Watts 

1814 E 9th St 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve George 

493 Wheelock Pkwy W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kari Miller 

626 3rd Ave NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Mullen 

3419 Elliot Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Martinson 

90 E Spors St 

Le Center, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Abby Dahlquist 

545 Lynn Rd SW 

Hutchinson, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brian Henning 

2200 Dixon Dr 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dean Borgeson 

36030 Bonnie Lakes Rd 

Crosslake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bethany Haus 

18892 Koetter Lake Rd 

Richmond, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Zamzow 

10180 99th Pl N 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Tappon 

2047 Starburst Dr SW 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Burris-Brown 

1812 Irving Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Catherine Harrison 

12800 Marion Ln W 

Hopkins, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amy Grace 

722 Everett St S 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Franco 

1480 Van Buren Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Daley 

2230 Woodchuck Ct 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jenni Charrier 

1910 Heritage Dr 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Ross 

11840 Falls Trail 

Suzanne, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gerald Nolte 

2164 Commonwealth Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jame Vlazny 

2201 3rd Ave SW 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Stoltz 

8370 Pleasant View Dr 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bruce Rubenstein 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elise Sanders 

6101 Zenith Ave S 

Edina, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jeanine Malec 

3852 11th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ordell Vee 

427 2nd St NE 

Madelia, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Merz 

111 W Lincoln Ave Apt 305 

Fergus Falls, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christine Higgins 

3801 38th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Lorinser 

4839 Winterset Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Teilen Kove 

4035 York Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nancy Partin 

1504 Archibald St 

Northfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jon Hayman 

14480 59th St S 

Afton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Terry Ford 

3404 Aldrich Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Phillip Yeager 

616 River Ave S 

Sauk Rapids, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Wentworth 

3801 W 98th St Apt 308 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judith Olmsted 

8607 Flying Cloud Drive 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

E & W Paulson And Mayer 

8500 Tessman Farm Rd N Apt 328 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beth Engelman 

1002 Bemidji Ave N Apt 1 

Bemidji, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Spencer Pierce 

3714 Thomas Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tracy Ball 

125 Torrey Pines Ct 

Mankato, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Paul Schirle-Keller 

1436 Larpenteur Ave W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jon Lee 

4604 W 39th St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jaime Modiano 

1036 Brenner Ave 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dawn Hunter 

12111 Killdeer St NW #208 

Coon Rapids, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicole Ryden 

4221 Abbott Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rick Lewis 

3922 Princeton Trl 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Seymour Gross 

1941 Drew Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diana Layeux 

20355 Vance St NW 

Elk River, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Matt Ringquist 

402 Valley View Dr 

Redwood Falls, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bruce Sielaff 

1314 Marquette Ave Apt 1507 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Cantine 

3501 44th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Paymar 

4825 Russell Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Henry Homburger 

2950 Fox Valley Dr SW 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Sundby 

3587 Northshore Dr 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Nunemaker 

27231 260th St 

Shevlin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Huber 

4470 Whitetail Way 

Eagan, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Cox 

7006 Quail Cir W 

Brooklyn Center, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Greenwood 

4515 Garfield Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Juliann Rule 

35002 115th Ave. 

Avon, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Nordgren 

2808 N 4th St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristi Wilson 

7048 Red Cedar Cv 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jud Komrosky 

11911 190th St 

Lake Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Wohlberg 

6739 11th ave s 

Richfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judith Kim 

Unknown 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Brutlag 

6080 Dallas Ln N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kelsey Brodt 

1013 120th Ln NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55448, United States 

Kelsey, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ellyn Sheehy 

106 Lincoln St N 

Northfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nikki Hendricks 

54 17th St S 

Buffalo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christine Popowski 

2630 Pleasant Ave Apt 101 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Teresa M Schneider 

545 N 1st St Apt 107 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

damien Hendircks 

54 17th St. S. 

Buffalo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patty Kenyon 

7618 York Ave S Apt 1312 

Edina, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tricia Kloeckl 

3340 30th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robyn and Tom Walters 

2500 Holy Name Dr 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robin Grothe 

302 Doppy Ln 

Le Sueur, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elaine Ososki 

Unknown 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

K Redfield 

Unknown 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patrick Zalusky 

503 11th Ave NW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joni Karnopp 

22096 Warner Ln 

Elysian, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Margaret Moller 

1013 12th Ave S 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Marsden 

1872 Howard St N 

Maplewood, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Butler 

8438 Mississippi Blvd NW 

Coon Rapids, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Danielle Wincek 

23363 Arrowhead St NW 

Saint Francis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathryne Cramer 

128 Cedar Lake Rd N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Betsey Porter 

10040 Penn Ave S Apt 11 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathryn Ananda-Owens 

1220 Maple St 

Northfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Peterson 

581 Atlantic Hill Dr 

Eagan, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve George 

493 Wheelock Pkwy W 

St. Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jill Tollefson 

720 23rd St SE 

Willmar, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathy Harvey 

1322 Alton St Apt 321 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Edna Mullen 

1272 Richland Ave 

Saint Charles, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amy Hunt 

310 Main St 

Henderson, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Aimee Merino 

3580 Hazel Trl Unit A 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Wells 

929 Selby Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steven Oehlerich 

1778 Linden Cv 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Caswell 

2670 Kelley Pkwy Unit 107 

Orono, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Glaser 

2724 Huntington Ave 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Larry Margolis 

3916 Avondale St 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lori Haaland 

12245 Edison St NE 

Blaine, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John McGowan 

515 S. Lexington Pkwy. Apt.505 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julie Apolinario 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marlene Schneider 

1675 Dusty Dr 

Long Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Helen Hughes 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Moraski Kathleen 

7611 Teal Bay 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cindy Buschena 

186 3rd Ave SE 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Hooley 

14241 205th St N 

Scandia, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cory Martinez 

2857 Farrington St Roseville MN 55113 United States 

Cory, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amaya Ma Deniz 

260 Osceola Ave S Apt 309 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Hope Lehan 

6209 pilgrim ln 

Osseo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amy Barankovich 

3219 18th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Janet Baumanis 

1844 Summit Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rebecca Lystig 

1741 Sartell Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Gleason 

2766 21st St NW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Colleen Corrigan 

600 Ottawa Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cathy Swanson 

8660 Alvarado Ct 

Inver Grove Heights, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cynthia Raynor 

1553 Antler Pt 

Eagan, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Nye 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joshua Houdek 

2820 37th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denny Thorson 

17230 Driscoll St NW 

Ramsey, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Servanne Woodward 

498 Beaumont St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stephen Pzynski 

16868 72nd Pl N 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carolyn Ganz 

675 Roma Ave 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carrie Kodner 

4349 27th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John And Ellen Woodruff 

9391 Knighton Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anita Johnson 

1243 Cherokee Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Louise Wallin 

710 14th St SW 

Willmar, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lori La Bey 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristin Whatton 

8661 Russell Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jacob Kramer 

205 24th St NW 

Austin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Leslie Simon 

1485 Portland Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shawn Kakuk 

4340 Clearwater Rd Apt 106 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patricia Gemlo 

Unknown 

Lanesboro, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lindsey Erickson 

10249 5th Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Theresa Johnson 

1050 Seminary Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Monique Strong 

12640 Eveleth Path 

Apple Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Maureen Landa Mcgavin 

2925 Sunset Blvd 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Hayes 

434 Blake Rd N Apt 16 

Hopkins, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Micaela Chesnut 

5100 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Gabbert 

509 W Broadway St 

Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Don Weirens 

3401 Huntington Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Sullivan 

2094 Stanford Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Mockovak 

4300 W River Pkwy 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Pouliot 

2157 Overlook Dr 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marie Funk 

465 Mystic St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gary Hansen 

1486 Thomas Ln 

Eagan, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Victoria Cox 

2278 10th St 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sierra Krueger-Wolfe 

5600 Clinton Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Norma Jean Falink 

1996 Langton Lake Dr Unit 417 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Rose 

3431 Zorthern Ave S 

St Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Johnson 

5200 Lincoln Dr 

Edina, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Martha Vest 

63 Fairview Ave S 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mina Blyly-Strauss 

3425 Blaisdell Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Lucarelli 

3076 Lexington Ave N Apt A3 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Deb Ramirez 

5855 Cardinal Ridge Trl SE 

Prior Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Molenaar 

3522 Bloomington Ave Apt 4 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ryan Baka 

3107 Knox Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Cochran 

1913 S 6th St # A 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bonnie Fox 

1944 Lochaven Alcove 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ann Wellen 

1304 W Medicine Lake Dr Apt 122 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

George Muellner 

1304 W Medicine Lake Dr Apt 305 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carroll Franco 

Unknown 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peggy Meyers 

1347 Conrad Dr 

Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Eileen Degnan 

1821 Carroll Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pam Batholomew 

325 Meadow Woods Dr 

Mankato, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Jordan 

2361 Unity Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jon Schroeder 

284 Dionne Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristen Diehl-Crowell 

10675 56th Ave N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elaine Ito 

3817 39th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pam Martin 

7144 10th Ave S 

Richfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Fournier 

1140 James Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joan Henry 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

D W 

3725 Parkway St 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Adriana Brown 

1648 Charles Ave Apt 202 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Floyd Winters 

2460 Shadyview Ln N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brenda Everitt 

5213 Washburn Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Tosseland 

Two Harbors, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Diederich 

1034 Cleveland Ave S Apt 303 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Franklin Nelson 

950 Oakdale Ave 

West St Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jaci Christenson 

12309 Fiona Ave N 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sheila Dillon 

1701 5th St SW 

Willmar, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Phillip Peterson 

4822 Russell Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Renee Domeier 

104 Chapel Ln 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Grae S-r 

Mpls, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Johnson 

210 Morgan Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Bell 

101 Promenade Ave Apt 315 

Wayzata, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Strain 

301 E Burnsville Pkwy Apt 327 

Burnsville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patricia Thielman 

5561 Fairhill Drive SE 

Buffalo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Theresa Evans 

225 Viking Pl 

Alexandria, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Scott Russell 

3124 44th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Garetz 

4009 W 31st St Apt 6 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steven Fox 

6 Island View Ln 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ronald Hanson 

613 24th St SE 

Willmar, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Martin Bernard 

231 Lyon St 

Balaton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ruth Lindh 

436 Newton Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patrick Keene 

2419 Fillmore St NE # 1 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Penny Brown 

4819 Azelia Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carrie Eberhardt 

1528 Praha St SE 

New Prague, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joe Serbus 

72688 County Road 5 

Bird Island, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Rudser 

111211 Village Rd 

Chaska, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nancy Woolner 

902 11th Ave NW Apt 516 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kris Roberts-Cornett 

2755 6th St S 

Sartell, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Megan Stafki 

1065 Black Duck Ct 

Lino Lakes, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brian Simonson 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Sothern 

1903 Selby Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barb Johnson 

1131 Lecuyer court 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shelly Berken 

6820 Diamond Ct 

Chanhassen, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrea Jolley 

6076 Woody Ln NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Fiona Burnell 

4254 21st Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barry O'Kane 

1964 Palace Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tim King 

15261 County 38 

Long Prairie, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Margo Chesley 

7808 Victoria Cir 

St Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amber Murphy 

18180 Empire Trl 

Farmington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nancy Schleif 

2765 Ranchview Ln N Unit 4 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chuck Huber 

1516 W 61st St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Reichel 

1955 Ithaca Ln N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Matthew Saxe 

7609 32nd Ave N Apt 219 

Crystal, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Seitz 

26 10th St W Unit 2002 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rich Femling 

1946 Tatum St 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Adrian Pishko 

2329 Legion Ave N 

Lake Elmo, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Burr 

2025 Fairmount Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Abby Dahlquist 

545 Lynn Road SW 

Hutchinson, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Henley 

17435 23rd Ave North 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pat Loverink 

Unknown 

Austin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shirley Huskins 

6300 Colonial Way Apt 103 

Edina, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Lamb 

4259 W Broadway Ave Apt 104 

Robbinsdale, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marion Potyondy 

1116 Cedarwood Dr 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ann Marie Biermaier 

104 Chapel Ln 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Larry Boatman 

1059 Marie Ave W 

Mendota Heights, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Larry Weiss 

3952 12th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Gabler 

Unknown 

Lutsen, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Kaysinger 

4754 Winterset Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Molly Ludden 

1425 Eldridge 

Maplewood, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Philip Rampi 

2150 Jefferson Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erin Johnson 

924 Fremont Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Arlene Kelly 

1532 Christensen Ave 

West Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie DeGrote 

1108 Woodland Trl 

Northfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Darsi Webster 

Prior Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Deprey 

1480 Applewood Ct W Unit 114 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beverly Weddle 

1510 11th Ave S Apt 102 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Froemming 

17547 Major Ave 

Hutchinson, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Harpestad 

14606 Karyl Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shirley Evans 

309 7th St N 

Kerkhoven, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Herdtle 

7710 Banks Ct 

Inver Grove Heights, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Liz Northrup 

10390 Lancaster Ln 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gretchen Stengel 

160 2nd St N 

Delano, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marianne Zitzewitz 

502 5th Ave SE 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristin Campbell 

10580 Little Ave 

Waconia, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paula Kwakenat 

7301 W 101st St Unit 112 

Bloomington, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrew Johnson 

3535 Bryant Ave S Apt 511 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Geoff Morrison 

14033 Commerce Ave NE, Suite 305 

Prior Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Wendy Larson 

2020 Clinton Dr 

Winona, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julie Jacques 

285 Cari Park Ln 

Hastings, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Victoria Michels 

306 w 2nd street 

Jamesville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rebecca West 

435 Sunnyridge Ln 

Loretto, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

jackie poutasse 

13700 valley view rd. apt. 318, . 

eden prairie, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Ross 

3624 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Brockway 

233 Nichols Ct 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pamela Elf 

14419 Cable Lake Rd SE 

Mentor, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Chutich 

1283 Sargent Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Philip Spensley 

505 Lincoln St N 

Northfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rachel Syverson 

7332 Russell Ave S 

Richfield, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Andrews 

623 3rd St NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sally Downing 

622 8th St SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Melissa Hochstetler 

2200 E 24th St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sandra Jambeck 

3610 Westmark Dr 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Moldenhauer 

1109 Felix Street 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Scott Link 

2076 Opal Dr 

Eagan, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Bryan 

13160 Floral Ct 

Apple Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amelia Shoptaugh 

888 Thomas Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Mickelson 

210 Cheval Ln NE 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Ellen Vetter 

7715 York Ln N 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donald Myers 

926 21st St SE 

Rochester, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Lambert 

2708 Gerald Ave 

North Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara McDonald 

PO Box 4838 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Braun 

14817 County Road 51 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John and Barbara McCashin 

224 Kings Pointe Dr 

Delano, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Jenson 

1039 Burke Ave W 

Roseville, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dayton Carlson 

13327 Huntington Cir 

Apple Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Totall 

2712 Jersey Ave S 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jonathan Carlson 

6100 Westwood Pkwy Apt 323 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Anderson 

7066 Lyndale Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Uphaus 

2650 N Pine Creek Rd 

La Crescent, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alice Bowron 

2212 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrew Moritz 

2825 Pennsylvania Ave S 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gordon Kircher 

1370 Quant Ave S 

Lakeland, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Schally 

1104 Creekside Cir 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Neukircher 

5617 5th St NE 

Fridley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dean Prekker 

2401 Silver Ln NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sandra Seemann 

3417 33rd Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brent Bateman 

3948 24th avenue south 

minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Louis Asher 

4525 Birch Ridge Rd 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stefanie Weisgram 

104 Chapel Ln 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

M. Stieger 

723 Cheyenne Ln 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kenneth Ives 

4177 Oxford St N 

Shoreview, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

T Mo 

3310 69th St e 

IGH, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cheryl Engel 

4933 Nokomis Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alana Willroth 

1605 Birch Lake Ave 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brenda Palo 

1540 Hartford Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Ross 

3624 Bryant Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Helmin 

3941 Pillsbury Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diana Hill 

4438 Park Ct 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Grundhofer 

235 Linda St 

Lino Lakes, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Deb Cornick 

4305 Chippewa Ln 

Orono, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kimberly Quandt 

1273 Randolph Ave #2 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ryan Kotzenmacher 

1464 Wedgewood Rd 

Albert Lea, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lindsey Jungman 

418 Minneapolis Ave 

Duluth, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Koors 

833 20th Ave SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Colette Riethmiller 

16490 45th Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Funari 

937 4th Ave S 

Stillwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Allison Broesder 

608 W Redwood St 

Marshall, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bambi Saastad 

5751 7th St NE 

Fridley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mo Jiwa 

10498 Yorktown Ln N 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynda Haemig 

7161 Riverview Ter NE 

Fridley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anne Tisel 

2940 Autumn Woods Dr 

Chaska, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

judy chiodo 

Assisi Heights 1001 14th St NW ste 100 

Rochester MN 55901, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ed May 

1831 130th St NW 

RICE, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicole Meyer 

4743 Lange Ave NE 

Saint Michael, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shana Hofstad 

19320 Halwood Rd 

Glenwood, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Monica Maloney 

1181 Edgcumbe Rd #1609 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Vernon Hill 

1430 2nd St SW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Edwin Freeman 

55 Highland Ave 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Owens 

1104 3rd St NW 

Austin, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Russell 

805 Hidden Ln 

Excelsior, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter Melka 

PO Box 143 

Atwater, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jan Ackerman 

15781 Hayes Trl 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joan Nichols 

2696 Horseshoe Ln 

Woodbury, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dan Windler 

8273 157th St W 

Apple Valley, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jason Husby 

3531 N 3rd St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

betty aldrich 

1628 Louisiana av. 

St. Louis park, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michelle Schwartz 

4148 Beard Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kent Peterson 

400 Groveland Ave Apt 2014 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jeffrey Kanne 

4437 Beard Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lyn Yount 

11001 Oregon Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kay Randall 

520 32nd Ave S Apt 109 

Moorhead, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brendan Krasean 

9730 Penn Ave N 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Melissa Cathcart 

3018 38th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patricia Whebbe 

261 Annapolis St W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ann Schimek 

3031 towne club pkwy se apt 107 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cathy Nordstrom 

5004 Viola Rd NE 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tracy Johnson 

Unknown 

Two Harbors, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rosie Neher 

1715 Pleasant St 

Lauderdale, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Adams 

201 E Hennepin Ave Ste 201 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cherry Schwartz 

100 Shady Ave 

Owatonna, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cherry Schwartz 

100 Shady Ave 

Owatonna, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Searle 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Raymond Larson 

3765 Denmark Trl W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sherilyn Moe 

4920 W Upland Crst 

Columbia Heights, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amelia Narigon 

1876 Palace Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Beth Foss 

105 E 1st St Apt 202 

Chaska, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrew Willman 

11165 97th Pl N 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Wai Wong-Lai 

3552 Tiffany Ln 

Shoreview, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bill Hart 

668 Woodlawn Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Peter O'Gorman 

2224 3rd St 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Harriet Mccleary 

2440 Stevens Ave Apt 2 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristina Cumpston 

444 Herschel St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Murray Smart 

PO Box 62 

Beardsley, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Charles Borden 

9 Delos St W Apt 3 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Rolfe Leary 

1382 Iowa Ave W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Hansen 

1007 15th Ave N 

South Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Neumann 

694 Oakdale Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Fisher 

18183 Weaver Lake Dr 

Osseo, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Harris 

704 20th Ave S 

Moorhead, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Weber 

2925 Monterey Ave 

Saint Louis Park, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Hubert Hix 

5144 45th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ryan Baka 

3101 Knox Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Viacrucis 

3002 17th St S Apt 206 

Moorhead, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pat Sether 

1743 Roxanna Ln 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jotham Arnoldy 

1625 2nd Ave N 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Hill 

2834 Minnesota Ave 

Duluth, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Hill 

2834 Minnesota Ave 

Duluth, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sheryl Nelson 

PO Box 5001 

Hopkins, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kimberly McReavy 

1350 Heather Ct 

Chanhassen, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Scot Westphal 

2337 12th Ave NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen Curtis 

16561 Yttrium St NW 

Ramsey, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patricia Halter 

1531 Aspen Dr 

Saint Peter, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anita Mcmurtry 

658 Front Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sr. Dorothy Zeller 

170 Good Counsel Dr 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Wade Winger 

Unknown 

Mound, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Roger Tushoski 

314 Hennepin Avenue #1320 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Laura Powers 

7245 Manning Ave N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cedric Stripling 

Unknown 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Schmit 

806 4th St NE # 3 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steven Guillotel 

15799 Village Woods Dr 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Hoffman 

5245 Neal Ave N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gail Loverud 

13854 Goodhue St NE 

Ham Lake, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Howe Serena 

4552 44th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sue Morem 

4620 Vinewood Ln N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jean Bierly 

111 1/2 E 7th St 

Blue Earth, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jeanne Fahlstrom 

3111 Garfield St NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dave Crawford 

4051 Gisella Blvd 

White Bear Lake, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Barbara Powell 

1081 Felty Ave SE Apt 303 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carlys Quiram 

PO Box 22 

Bluffton, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Valerie Warren 

40363 Sand Creek Cr. 

Hinckley, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Ishmael 

11447 Anderson Lakes Pkwy Apt 255 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Williamson 

891 19th Ave SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Pouliot 

2157 Overlook Dr. 

Bloomington, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tyler Owens 

21720 Flint Rd 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joanne Norris 

573 Marshall Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Thompson 

4782 Sycamore Trl 

Maple Plain, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paula Rusterholz 

2787 Marion St 

Roseville, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Heinsohn 

3942 2nd St NE 

Columbia Heights, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lynn Voelbel 

4446 Thomas Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Malcolm Bastron 

1422 Damon Ct SE 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Stavros 

2746 21st Ave S 

Saint Cloud, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pamela Johnson 

902 Canterbury Ave NE 

Buffalo, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Gotz 

1907 6th Ave SE 

Austin, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brigitte Berg 

417 Pine St 

Red Wing, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John Rusterholz 

2787 Marion 

Roseville, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jessica Maher 

7511 Crocus Ct 

Chanhassen, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brianna Mann 

9505 Lakewood Cir 

Chaska, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Vogen 

21621 Oldfield Ave N 

Scandia, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joan Schmitz 

Unknown 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Jorgensen 

214 S 3rd Ave 

Albert Lea, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dianne Tuff 

9752 380th St 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

David Steinhauser 

18681 Xenolith St NW 

Anoka, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cheryl Froyd 

4616 Nevada Ave N 

Crystal, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chris Sanford 

3125 Village Trl Apt 214 

Hastings, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cheri Armentrout 

Unknown 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Annah Gardner 

1906 1st Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bethany Ganz 

4144 2nd Pl NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Miriam Simmons 

13960 47th St N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jennifer Mccomas 

1961 E River Ter 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brad Snyder 

8887 Dallas Lane N. 

Maple Grove, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mike Schlasner 

215 Elton Hills Dr NW Apt 7 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cynthia Mckeen 

62 Dale St S 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Charles Fitze 

1723 121st Ln NW 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mary Ludington 

4240 Garfield Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William Breheim 

6944 Upper 5TH ST N 

Oakdale, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kristie Mandel 

2850 Cedar Ave S Unit 302 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Terrance Hyk 

126 HAZELWOOD AVE 

COLOGNE, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Spindler 

5305 60th St W 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sue ODonnell 

13402 77th St MW 

Annandale, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cindy Caverzagie 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrea Krohnberg 

9890 31st Ave N 

Plymouth, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Cerkvenik 

2906 Mounds View Blvd 

Mounds View, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carolyn Stark 

4020 Garfield Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katherine McCarthy 

7308 Morgan Ave S 

Richfield, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joel Jensen 

5212 11th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julee Mead 

419 Lakewood Ln NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lisa Hanes Goodlander 

2323 Windsor Ln 

Woodbury, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Doug Alecci 

2829 38th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sorry Force 

20991 Chippendale Ave W 

Farmington, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Shannon Farrand 

518 Union St 

Northfield, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denise Thomas 

100 Imperial Dr W, Apt 301 

West St Paul, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denise Stime 

4079 153rd St W 

Rosemount, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Margaret Halloran 

919 Scott Ln 

Belle Plaine, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Janel Dean 

18508 Middle Valley Rd 

Minnesota City, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christine Johnson 

Gallagher Drive 

Mpls, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Christine Frank 

916 Woodland Ave 

Mankato, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Virginia Pearson 

4854 Park Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julia Kloehn 

4036 Xerxes Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katie Schroeer 

206 Winona St 

Northfield, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debra Swanson 

548 Auburn Pl NW # B 

Elk River, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicole Nelson 

Unknown 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Douglas Peterson 

9508 Russell Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debra Swanson 

548 B Auburn Pl NW 

Elk River, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Dufficy 

1919 Cleveland St NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kyle Tepoel 

9327 Otchipwe Ave N 

Stillwater, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Tessari 

5375 Eureka Rd 

Excelsior, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Judy Dufficy 

1919 Cleveland St NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gary Huss 

3224 Croft Dr 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Greta Gaard 

3034 41st Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/10/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Monika Mcdole-Russell 

350 Superior Blvd Apt 365 

Wayzata, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Arthur Rosenberg 

2109 Harriet Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Teresa Mcdonough 

123 Maple St 

Fairmont, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lydia Elhadi 

898 21st Ave SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sue Hnastchenko 

1720 W 58th St 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Autumn Kaye 

685 Virginia Shores Cir 

Excelsior, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Hugh Curtler 

4516 North 89th Crescent 

Brooklyn Park, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathy Reinhardt 

2604 Abbott Ave N 

Robbinsdale, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alva Pingel 

13894 Bircchwood Ave. 

Rosemount, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gary Fifield 

1893 Berkeley Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Murphy 

630 Iona Ln 

Roseville, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rebecca Prochaska 

15781 Porchlight Ln 

Eden Prairie, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jayne Brown 

403 6th St NW 

Austin, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James Degner 

210 W Grant St Apt 207 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Brown Berthiaume 

1718 McKnight Ln 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Brown 

1718 McKnight 

St Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Darcy Bergh 

1121 Hallam Ave N 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Densmore 

800 W 65th St Apt 102 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kyle Anderson 

825 Berry St Apt 104 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Grimes 

2761 Yellowstone Blvd Apt 4 

Anoka, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Claire Benton 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jacob Graf 

2774 Huron St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Missy Miller 

12080 Meadowlark Cir 

Missy, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Erik Bain 

1471 Hague Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Merryman 

3660 37th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brad Burroughs 

598 Capitol Boulevard 

St. Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Madeline Seveland 

14418 Wildcrest Rd 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julia Bohnen 

8881 Irving Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Connie Bell 

101 Promenade Ave 

Wayzata, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thaddeus Rada 

3144 Chowen Ave S Apt 523 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susan Heitzman 

2632 Huntington Ave 

St Louis Park, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debra Evon 

1760 Hennepin Ave Apt 34 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ginger Koerner 

611 27th St NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Delores Dufner 

104 Chapel Ln 

Saint Joseph, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Betsey Porter 

10040 Penn Ave S #11 

Bloomington, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Owen Gustafson 

1106 Innsbrook Ln 

Buffalo, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Terry Coon 

735 Skunk Hollow Rd 

La Crescent, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jane Schuler 

695 Sherwood Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Phyllis Skinner 

19880 Waterford Ct 

Excelsior, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kyle Flohrs 

824 1/2 S Prairie Ave 

Fairmont, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Lois Neaton 

5317 Drew Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Denise Marlowe 

7406 Bolton Way 

Inver Grove Heights, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Dahl 

1167 W. 5th St. 

Richard, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

lucy elliott 

3136 42nd Av S 

minneapolis, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Cunningham 

1081 Hague Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Suzanne Shute 

6236 Sandpiper Ct 

Edina, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Heck 

8713 Walton Oaks Dr 

Bloomington, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thomas Johnson 

924 N Union Ave 

Fergus Falls, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Steve Underhill 

9680 Washburn Ave S 

Bloomington, MN 



3/11/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nicholas Vorpahl 

685 22nd Ave NE # 1 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Adsline Unkownshinkle 

4567 Eastwood Circle 

Minnetonka, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Phillip Kelly 

200 Nathan Ln N #337 

Plymouth, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cheri Haram 

8013 6th St NE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Layla Weide 

868 Tuscarora Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Rita Caruso Santamaria 

1645 Hazelwood St 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Robert Chase 

2558 Beacon St 

Roseville, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dawn Demaske 

5426 Nicollet Ave Apt 311 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sofia Fischer 

980 Island Lake Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Amy Albert 

3857 Kentucky Ave N 

Crystal, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pat Kerlin 

1055 22nd Ave SE 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sandra Kuschel 

11451 Heather St NW 

Coon Rapids, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Craig Brown 

2908 Southbrook Dr 

Bloomington, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ann Marie Sunderland 

15555 Flight Way 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kip Marron 

4638 1st Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Daniel Dummer 

838 23rd Ave N 

South St Paul, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elizabeth Javinsky 

2319 Flag Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kitty Gogins 

806 Millwood Ave 

Roseville, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katie Jensen 

5062 Bayport Rd 

Mound, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nikki Hendricks 

54 17th St. S. 

Buffalo, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Justin Smith 

62650 Grouse Trl 

Hinckley, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

William 'Skip' Dykoski 

890 9th Ave NW 

New Brighton, MN 



3/14/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Hampton 

1101 Linden St S 

Northfield, MN 



3/14/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tommy Markley 

3413 Saint Louis Ave 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/14/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Debra Ganshaw 

2317 Hennepin Ave Apt 3 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/14/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Bigham 

4242 Chowen Ave N 

Robbinsdale, MN 



3/15/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Michael Gellerman 

156 Hawes Ave 

Shoreview, MN 



3/15/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jessica Wardlaw 

8263 Grange Blvd 

Cottage Grove, MN 



3/15/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dan La Vigne 

713 Heather Dr 

Shoreview, MN 



3/15/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Theresa del Rosario 

427 Sidney St W 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/16/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Julia Rice 

901 18 1/2 Ave. NE #203 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/16/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Carol Thomas 

3644 Aldrich Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/17/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard Holcomb 

2130 Decatur Ave No 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/19/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Mandie Flint 

5509 10th Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/19/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tenaya Egbert 

1509 Albemarle St Apt 307 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/19/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jessica Heilman 

1201 Superior Dr 

Northfield, MN 



3/20/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cassie Daley 

2709 Girard Ave S 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/22/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Andrew Schmid 

1846 48th St NW 

Rochester, MN 



3/25/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Aubrianna Schlottman 

601 N Airport 

Dodge Center, MN 



3/9/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Stacy McGrath 

5418 Bryant Ave. S. 

Minneapolis, MN 



3/12/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paula Goode 

412 1st St W 

Northfield, MN 



3/13/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Elinor Sisk 

1600 Grand Ave 

Saint Paul, MN 



3/16/2019 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

 

 

 

As a Minnesotan who wants affordable energy and cares about the health of our climate and 

communities, I urge you to reject Xcel Energy?s request to purchase the 760 megawatt Mankato Energy 

Center.  

 

We can?t stop the worst impacts of climate change by investing in fossil fuels like gas. When you 

account for methane leaks, fracked gas has climate impacts that rival coal. And since we?re not on track 

to meet our climate goals as a state, we need to do everything we can to rapidly reach 100% renewable 

energy.  

 

Also, I don?t want to be locked into paying $650 million for an unnecessary plant when our energy 

needs could be met more cheaply and cleanly with wind and solar after Xcel?s current contracts expire. 

It?s important the Commission looks at all the options, which is why this request should be wrapped 

into Xcel?s integrated resource plan this summer.  

 

As a body that is charged with protecting consumers and as people who care about our planet, I hope 

you?ll take these concerns into consideration and reject Xcel?s request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Randy Nies 

3407 Harriet Ave. S. Apt. 2 

Minneapolis, MN 



 

 

Dear Commissioners, 
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